Arthur Boyd: An Active Witness floor talk with Zara Stanhope—audio transcript

Zara:		     We’re just going to start off firstly with some of the works in this room and then move through the space and then come back again to this room at the end because there’s quite a number of the later works and this bigger space, just to the nature of the different rooms in the museum here.
Maybe if you can move through into here, we’ll start off. Really, this exhibition, in a sense, is about Arthur Boyd as a person, as an artist who isn’t interested in party politics. He’s not a person who is ever going to be waving the flag for a political party or going to communist meetings or things like that although his partner and wife, Yvonne Kenny, was a vague inclination. Instead, the politics in Arthur’s work is very much about the question of who we are and how we relate to other people and how do we create a society which is about thinking about our community and our relationship with other people, but not as a person who was going to go out and march in protest about this.
Arthur was very introspective, very shy, probably we could say, and his messages and his thinking was all done through his art work, so it’s important that we really look at the art works and think about what he’s trying to say in those works. We can also glean a little bit more from some of the things that he did, like we see a photograph of him on a march against nuclear weapons when he was living in England, he did things like he was very much part of a treaty proposal between the Canberra Parliament and for indigenous people in the 1970s.
He put his name to that and he often donated art works to charitable options which were for quite political courses for Spanish prisoners of war in factious times, for indigenous people, particularly here too, but he never really came out and stood up on a soapbox crying out political meaning.
In some ways, it’s great that MoAD have got this exhibition here because it’s a different way of thinking about our relationship with people and our sense of how we can act in a democratic way in our society. These two images here really are quite key ones to start off thinking about Arthur, Open Country here he’s painted the house where he grew up and where generations of his family stayed when he was living there and growing up there and he stayed in that house till he was at least 30. He’d go wagering war service but he came back again.
This house was a ripe ferment of different creative artists and potters in particular, so his father, Merrickk Boyd, who was a well-known artist and potter, and we all know his various array and top ceramics very well. His mother Doris who, herself, was a painter, his grandparents Merrickk Boyd and Emma Minnie, who were also painters of a more impressionistic Australian type of landscape and representational images, also stayed there at times and the great community that Arthur also was able to build up around that family.
Other key modernist artists in Australia like Sidney Nolan would visit, but John Perceval lived there as well and a whole number of writers and philosophers too. This is a really early painting by Arthur painted in 1932 when he was 12, can you believe? 
Looking at that house and the mulberry tree out the front and the genesis of where all this creative passion and drive would come from, and his roots, the roots of a person growing up and thinking about the world.
Merrickk and Doris were Christian scientists, so there was a real sense that religion was important. Emma Minnie would read from the Bible and Arthur talked about looking at those images, sort of scary images of reproductions in the Bible. It was a start of a lot of reading to him of what literature and mythical tales and things like that.
All those stories and narratives which come out in his work really had a good basis in that life that happened in front of the fireplace and around the piano in the brown room at Open Country. That’s where we thought we’d include that painting and start off with it. I can think you can see just opposite there, here is Arthur’s self-portrait at the age of 15, also really hard to believe. Not his first self-portrait but look already that sort of gaze where he’s really trying to interrogate, who am I? Am I an artist? Can I paint? 
At this time he’s finished school, he’s started to go down to the Peninsula and paint landscapes with his grandfather. He’s started to develop a love for the landscape, which was really his first love in his painting, and an impressionistic style of painting that was very much moving forward into the forefront of painting at the time but still learning from his grandfather and learning about what other skills of painting and what are the current thinking in painting in Australia as well?
At the time you have to remember there wasn’t a lot of information about what’s happening internationally. People had prints, soon he would be going to the State Library and looking at books there but this time we’re still very much steeped and very much sort of 19th century and early 20th century thinking about painting and impressionism and the landscape.
From that curious gaze in that beautiful portrait over there of sort of Arthur almost around the same time, we’ve suddenly then jumping into works where we see a different type of reality going on, and this is really what happened to Arthur after that time, living with his grandfather down at Rosebud and Sorrento and working in his uncle’s paint factory, which was in the centre of the city.
His uncle had a couple of businesses, a paint factory and also agricultural machinery factory, and he would ask Arthur if he would come and help out in these different factories, and really that was Arthur’s introduction to urban gritty life and the life of most people having to go to work, work quite hard, use their skills or manual labor and get through in quite a tough time in Melbourne, particularly during pre-war, sort of, depression times.
You can see that, immediately, has had … when we get to the 40s, we start to see very different sort of work by Arthur, of this type of painting here of the cripples. We’ll see a few more in that style around the corner or talk a little bit more about those. He would just put those paintings next to some other key figures for Arthur as well and particularly … this is Arthur’s painting as well of his brother David and another colleague who used to live just over the road from Open Country, but also Yvonne Boyd who he met in the early 40s at the same time, who was going to be his first love and eventually his wife as well.
Yvonne and Arthur, very much, were very open to artists to, I guess, came to engage with them and their work and their thinking, and in particular, a couple of artists that had come over from Europe, and had brought with them an understanding of what was going on in Europe at that time of the start of the Second World War. Yossi Bologna was a particularly important artist for that reason.
Yossi saw an exhibition of Arthur’s work. One of his first exhibitions that he had in Swanson Street in Melbourne, it was a painting in the window, something we don’t see all that often now in commercial art galleries, but there was a painting in the window in Swanson Street, and Yessi saw this painting and said, ‘I have to meet that artist,’ and was introduced to Arthur Boyd and taken to Open Country. 
Arthur started to learn more about what Yossi thought was happening in Europe, the terrible crimes that were starting to happen there, the riot at the Nazi party et cetera, the sense of ostracism of people and the sense of outside-ness and poverty, of course, also that was happening too and made of a look of what was happening in the streets around urban inner Melbourne and in particularly, Fitzroy.
Here we’ve got a couple of paintings by Yvonne where she and Arthur were spending a lot of time together during the early days of the Second World War and turning to look at people in the streets around them and the sense of the different people who were living there and at the times, also, some people who were very down and out and people coming from different cultures as well.
It’s not all doom and gloom. I’m painting a very dark picture there. You can see here people on a day out, on a Sunday trip out on the tram in Melbourne observing the different sides of life. I think, in Arthurs work, there’s always a tension going on. There’s always a question. There’s always a possibility of the beauty of landscape but also the darkness of the landscape as well. The sense of guilt we have when we see perhaps a crippled person, what’s happened to them as it’s been the result of going off to war, but then also the fact that humanity is a great thing as well and we probably would go far to save our families during wartime.
He was always trying to dig into those questions without giving us an answer, I think. He’s always looking deeply into those questions. We’ve got another colleague’s painting that lead the French at the end, there the newspaper seller, so just sort of showing some of the similar engagements that artists had in the 1940s who were living in Melbourne and thinking about what was going to be the subject matter of their artwork.
We might just move around just into the next, so we also got a couple of great memorable paintings of Arthur’s from the 1940s. Arthur was conscripted into the war in 1941. First of all he was put into the Light Horse but that Light Horse Corp was disbanded and then he was sent off to Machine Gun Battery which was perhaps the worst ever decision that someone made to put an artist and a soft gentile person into Machine Gun Battery, very quickly got himself out of there and into the cartographic department where he could start drawing maps and make a more suitable contribution to war.
He was situated in both … in Melbourne, a battalion in Fitzroy where it was thought that there was going to be a big expansion drawing maps for Europe in particular because a lot of the mapping battalions in Europe had been bombed out. They’d lost a lot of their maps. That was quite a big investment in a number of staff in Melbourne drawing maps, particularly in sending them off to warzones overseas, but then it was decided that, of course, Melbourne could be a place that could be easily bombed so this department was shipped off to Bendigo and that’s where Boyd spent a lot of his time during the Second World War.
He did a lot of drawings while he was there. He couldn’t really do many paintings but when he … this was re-stationed back in South Melbourne. These are the sort of paintings that he started to make, and they are really quite typical of his work in drawing on personal experience and blending that with imagination and with stories and with other narratives that he’s already thought about or that he’s researched from other places, the start of that combination of his own creative thinking, some of his experiences from life and memories and then other sources to make his paintings broader than just his personal story.
I think you can see here what these paintings are sort of doing. They are very affecting for us as viewers. The one on the right, The Kite has got that sort of almost visceral, bloody colors, a little red sun in there. It does represent some of the people that Boyd saw around South Melbourne, particularly a man who used to run up and down the beach screaming, apparently. He’s talked about that man, the pavilion, and then these strange floating figure which is the title of the painting, the kite, which is almost like a crucified figure. This painting previously … first it was titled Crucifixion, then the title was changed to The Kite.
It is, in a sense, a real reflection on thinking about war time, what are we doing to people and how are we acting as human beings during that Second World War? In the heart of it, again, there’s sort of sense of love and compassion there on the figures on the right hand side. These paintings are very complex. They just don’t tell one story. They don’t have one meaning like a lot of Boyd’s work and he’s starting also to look at other European artists too. Then, coming back to Melbourne, with John Perceval going to The State Library, doing some research there, and really being fascinated by some of the more medieval painters like Bruegel.
Bruegel always takes a view … looking down on a country scene, you might remember his some of his paintings where quite often looks like you’re looking down on a village and everyone is busy doing their industrial tasks, going about their daily lives, eating, having festivities, and almost here, Boyd’s starting to have that type of composition, looking down on this crowd saying in Melbourne, sort of gargoyle church type buildings in the background, which he drew on buildings that he’d seen.
We’ve got new types of motifs, having the dog appears quite a lot, people with crutches and carrying this strange figure, this sort of, almost again like a carcass figure that looks like it’s being carried off for a burial, but, you know, a strange head up here on a pole. Some of these things are taken from daily life and the dog was, again, a friend’s dog that was referenced but turns into this strange, sort of, beast.
You’ll see, walking through the exhibition, there’s a lot of scenes of beast which, perhaps a little bit, look like ox or sheep. They start to have a sense of metamorphosis and changing into different types of animals and the question really is, how much a part of nature are they and how do they reflect the human being as a part of nature as well? He’s always questioning the different types of components that he brings together in images.
Here, again, is the sort of dog figure but a very strange toady-looking dog. This painting’s from quite later, 1973, so after the war time. And here we’ve got the poor unfortunate animal or beast which is muzzled. It’s obviously a painter. It’s got a canvas there in front of it with a paint brush. It’s almost like a self-portrait too. The artist here, the artist who’s really burning up with the desires and ideas but is muzzled and can’t get these ideas out or possibly nobody’s listening, maybe that’s a sense of why the artist can’t really communicate.
He didn’t really say anything in particular about this painting but it’s the sort of figure that we’ll see slipping in and out of some of the other paintings … this is the crescent moon that we saw in the painting around in the front room as well. This painting will lead on to a number of others also about the artist and the difficulty of the artist being able to be probably taken seriously on one hand, but on the other hand, someone who’s almost also making paintings as a career in selling those paintings but at the same time really struggling to have a very ethical meaning and to help to contribute to community too.
Boyd was very tense about the fact that painting is a career and actually by the time he got round to the 1970s, he was actually making money and he could support himself as a painter, and yet, on the other hand, wanting to be someone who, like his father had been artist who had a huge sense of integrity and didn’t see that as a commercial role to be an artist.
We’ll move through the rooms and then come back to this room to look at the later works. Not all these works are hanging in a chronological order as you can see. We’ve tried to pick out different works from Boyd’s practice across time to give you a sense of some of the different that he engaged with some of the same subject matter and took it in different directions over time and explored different possibilities. The Wimmera paintings of which we’ve got to here … you probably will have seen some of these before, the very dry, almost ocher landscape that Boyd found in 1949, 1950 when he was taken up there for months to stay with a poet friend, Jack Stevenson, was taken to Horsham, and then he would go out every day in the car and paint outdoors [inaudible 0:16:43] and start to do paintings of this region, which really fascinated him.
He loved the landscape … and I said he loved Rosebud, he’d grown up along that Peninsula shore, he’d loved the landscape around Murrumbeena and Open Country but that was becoming suburbia by the 1950s and 1960s, and Wimmera was something really new. He really engaged with the landscape and the life, the natural life within that landscape but also the human intervention in that landscape.
He doesn’t talk, he doesn’t comment about what he thinks about that human intervention but he paints it and includes in these landscapes. He includes scenes where we’re often seeing some mines … looks like old mining tales here, tailings, or scenes of industry here, we’ve got farming going on, perhaps some … a little small-scale mining as well, little township, lots of, sort of, digging into the landscape and agricultural life at the forefront here.
Again, it’s a little bit like looking at a Bruegel painting, looking down on the landscape and seeing people going about their daily life, shearing sheep possibly here, lots of dogs and a few birds flying around. These are really the paintings where Boyd first possibly started to make a good living out of his work. Subliminal paintings were really very popular and they were the first that some of the state galleries purchased from his exhibitions, so the National Gallery of Australia here and the Art Gallery of South Australia, not strangely of course, purchased the works of these 1950 Wimmera landscapes.
Boyd returned there for a couple of years. It really stimulated his thinking and painting about the land of the Bendigo.
Vistor:	     Could have been [inaudible 0:18:35].
Zara:		     Used those, yes, because what he did out there was a number of drawings and then quite often he would go to a place, do drawings and then later on start to make the paintings that would come out of those drawings. Yes, the Bendigo, the mining shafts up there where he had spent a fair bit of time, but there’s a sense of relationship between those paintings and the way that he really loved that sort of Wimmera landscape as well. He depicts them very much the same way.
		     As Jennifer mentioned, of course, Shoal Haven was probably one of his other main runs, and the Shoal Haven landscape behind this here is the quite unusual one because it’s not really showing us a lot of detail. He moved to Britain in 1959 and then, as Jennifer said, came back and fell in love with this area of New South Wales. 
You will know a lot of his works from the Shoal Haven and we often see the river rocky banks, the mountain there that was very much an icon in his work as well as you can see in the print next to this one, but there are a number of paintings like these where we look from a building out onto the landscape and we see a sort of interior and exterior image together.
Here for, Boyd introduced a motif that we see again and again cropping up in a number of different works, and we’ve included this painting in particular, there’s a number which is sort of fairy similar of Shoal Haven because of that sort of atomic cloud in the distance, and that fear that sort of that change in … that’s in Boyd’s paintings, a lot of Boyd’s paintings that we see in the Shoal of the beauty and the grandeur and the loveliness of the landscape, but also in the background that fear that this pristine landscape can be despoiled, and we’re possibly already doing that and the actions that we’re taking in our life are not necessarily going to be looking after this very wonderful place that we live in.
The image next to this one has the same sort of sentiment but we see the people that are actually the actors that are causing that despoliation of the landscape, and this is a picture of wall Shoal Haven, this is the Shoal Haven Baiters from 87. It’s one his later works but, like Jennifer said, he was very much felt himself a trustee of this land even before he was able to put together the free properties that became the Bundanon properties that he owned and then were given to the government.
Boyd fought the neighbors quite a lot in these properties to make sure that they could be left in quite pristine way. In the 1970s he fought dredging that was to happen in the river outside his property and he was always very annoyed with the campus and the people in speedboats that would camp along the river banks and would rise up and down and the scenes pollute the environment too. He depicts some of these frivolous people having a good time along the banks of the river.
One of them even has got a sort of hatch of Mars, the god of war that we’ll see a bit further on as well. He made a number of paintings along this particular subject matter as well. He took a number of different actions to look after the landscape. He was part of getting together a land key policy to look after the land and he worked very hard to make sure that he could preserve it and then give it over for the benefit of not only artists but young people, two in particular he wanted to come and to be able to use that property.
This is a fairly confronting painting, The Skate, also from the 70s. The Skate also a motif that Boyd engaged with quite a few paintings and we’ve included it in this room just in a sense of representing, of course, something from the natural world. When Boyd would go down to the Peninsula down to Rosebud and Sorrento with his grandfather, he talked about often seeing skates or stingrays on the beach down there. Quite often the fisherman would catch some and then later would just leave them on the beach, and he said that he did also find them at Shoal Haven in the river. 
They were also painted by some of the painters that he really loved and whose work he would go and see when he was living in London at the galleries, Sheridan, in particular, there’s a painting of a man with a skate from the 18th century. Sort of a symbol, I guess, we could say that Boyd probably associates with memories of places that he’s been but also he sees it as a symbol of something of artists engaged with as well.
He’s made it almost larger than life size, he has already squared a confronting painting on this scale and he’s really bought out a sort of human fleshy color of the skin of the poor old skate who’s been left on the beach, but in this case just sort of floating in this grey background. It’s sort of quite, on one hand, a rutty-looking image and on the other hand quite a sad one as well, and very human at the same time. Again, that sense of this beautiful natural world and how we’re looking after it and confronting it, as with it in this painting. 
There’s probably another story to be told in this room and it relates to the Nude with the Rabbit and Syringe from late 1960s. This is a print but very responsive drawings and prints that Boyd made at this time when he being, living in London for about a decade, about to have a trip back to Australia, and he was taken by a friend to see a scientist who was working in one of the hospitals in London who was doing some psychiatric experiments, and was experimenting on rabbits and injecting them and trying to see where the pleasure prints or where the points of pleasure were in rabbits.
They would keep getting an injection until, they would stimulate them so the rabbit would keep looking for things that were pleasurable like food and keep stimulating them to find out where the parts in the brain were that were triggering off these emotions and senses in the rabbits. Boyd and Yvonne went to this hospital to see this man and were absolutely horrified by these experiments. Yvonne had to sort of run from the room. Arthur went back one other time.
This was also one of the, sort of, key moments in his career, thinking about, again, how our relationships with the natural world but who we are and what we do to go forward in life, to create industry, to try and do things for the good of humankind but in some ways end up doing which are evil at the same time.
A number of works came out of these, and you can see it’s not a literal representation. It’s not what Boyd saw when he went to the studio but we’ve got man and the woman here injecting the rabbit. Again, this is a fairly ambiguous image but down the bottom here really a pile of coins, so there was money associated, of course, with why the doctor was doing this. It was associated with research that was going to go into products that we all would buy or would be sold at that time, and the start of Boyd really being driven by that wide concern and worry that actually, what are we doing when we have these jobs and we take on things where we’re making money and how was that degrading or diminishing the ethics that we have in our roles in life?
We’ll see that pile of coins reoccur quite often for Boyd and symbolize this tension for him in an artist actually living off his work. There’s a beautiful etching here on the right as we go out. See life … again, you’ll see some, just a couple of different motifs that Boyd’s put in here apart from fish, whales, swimming around, could be birds as well, birds certainly up there in the sky, and the skate here at the end too. Just lovely free etchings that … Boyd had a great flare obviously with the fine line. He actually used a fine brush that was used in the auto industry when he was doing drawing. 
This is a print but you can see the same style of free fluid liquid line that he was able to work with once he was in his established career. The little painting of Shoal Haven at the end there was made in 1974, a really early painting in his Shoal Haven time. That was the time that he first bought the Riversdale property down there and it’s reminiscent of some of those bigger paintings of Shoal Haven with the color of rocks down there and clefts in the rock but it’s actually a reference to an Irish figure ... an Irish hero who came and saved a whole village, a whole town from some marauders historically in the 17th century.
In a way, I think, even though he’s just the first engagement with Shoal Haven, he’s just bought that Riversdale property, I think he’s already seeing himself as a sort of hero who’s coming in to save that landscape even in the very early days before he gave it to the government.
Let’s go round to the next room. These couple of rooms, again, just looking at how Boyd, over time, does engage with ongoing themes not always in the big paintings that he’s doing which he shows at commercial galleries and he’s able to sell, sometimes the more gritty and political engagements are in his drawings and in his works on paper, all the books that he’s working with poets to put together as compilations.
In this room, in the next room, these are both images that he produced for book publications. The next room it’s a math’s book and this one, a book called Spare the Face by Saunders who was a colleague who he’d known since his early days living at Open Country. They’re just very free drawings. You can see … just take a look around while we’re in the room, and expressive, I think, very heartfelt Boyd thinking about what does it mean now that we’re in the 1990s here, these are later drawings. 
He’s had a lot of time to think about Australia, Australian soldiers going to war, the things we feel are necessary to do, but also the flipside of that, hacking back to World War Two, thinking about smoking chimneys, for us, that reference camps, Polish ... millions of Polish people who were killed in Germany, but at the same time, these images are sort of meant to be angels in a way too. We’ve got the diggers, the digger hats, there’s lots of references to diggers in Boyd’s work. We’ve got the USA. We’ve got, even going back to Persian, army helmets over there. 
There’s a lot of different thoughts Boyd’s having in these images about war. There’s a sort of, and it’s cry for peace on one hand, on the other hand there’s despoliation and man’s sort of seemingly ability to forget history and to repeat these evil deeds over and over again. Some messages like ‘farewell the digger’, obviously a sort of cry for peace reaching for the butterfly but on the other hand, sympathy and compassion amongst what looked like a couple of diggers over there and the sorrow, as well, of war.
I think, in a way, even though Arthur didn’t go to war, he’s very much reflecting on what he’s seeing around him, sort of times we’ve gone through. Fritts … the Vietnam War, we’ll come back to that in the last room, Korean War and life as it has been affected by these tragedies that have gone around.
If we move through into the next room we’ll see the Mars Drawings, which he made with promise by Peter Porter. On this side, some fantastic ink drawings that came from this book that Boyd responded to Peter Porter’s poems. They aren’t strike forward poems either. They’re contemporary reflections on masculinity in a way, links with Mars, the god of war, but also very contemporary poems at the time that they were written.
Boyd, in a sense, has also tried to respond to those in a way that brought together the idea of the god of Mars but contemporary life at the same time. He’s brought some personal reflections into those. A figure here in the wheelchair which has obviously suffered and partly maimed is also, in a sense, looking back to his father who was quite ill and had epilepsy later in life and was a figure that was a, sort of patriarchal figure that appeared a lot in Boyd’s work.
Again, we sort of see the baby with the Persian hat on and the crucified figure. Lots of very expressive images that shows Boyd engaging with these topics over and over across time. On the other hand, he could think through these ideas, through other people’s stories which had different types of sensibilities and different approaches. On the opposite wall here are just eight … six images from the lighter strata series of prints which take a completely different focus on military conflict, if you want to call it that, through the relationship between male and female sexes.
Aristophanes’ drama that was written in 400 BC. It’s a great story that about the Peloponnesian War and how the women went on a sex strike to try and get their men to end this battle that had been going on for a long time and had taken them all away from Athens so they would hold out and they would have to come back and end the war. At the start you see lighter strata, getting together the women and they decide to take a vow that, yes they would do this, they’d be able to hold out until the men came running back and they called a peace. The old men, of course, come up to the Acroplis and try and shoo away the young women but they lock themselves and thee shoo the old men away and pour water on him so they have to run away.
Even though it’s a struggle, the women hold out till the end and the men come back and, of course, always reconciled in the end and the Peloponnesian War is over. It’s a great play and I think Boyd probably would have really loved engaging with these through his series of prints that he’s made. Beautiful monochrome dark prints as well. He’s got beautiful dark surface and that fine line that he sketches the figures. It’s a great interpretation of that story and a very personal and contemporary one as well.
We saw the Sidney Nolan painting as we came in, the Land Rights painting. Nolan and Boyd were great friends. Sidney Nolan bought part of the land down at Bundanon as well and gave it over to the government when Boyd gave over his properties to [inaudible 0:34:34] as well as part of the Bundanon Trust. Of course, they lived together but they lived in London, both living in the same city for a long time for a few decades, and a little Sidney Nolan Gallipoli figure there as well which is also in Arthur’s collection.
Arthur often drew on classical stories and myths as well as biblical tales, and another one on the other side here again referencing relationships and reconciliation as well as the tragedy of war, and this is the painting of Menelaus laying down his sword before Helen. Helen, of course, had started the Trojan War and Paris had eloped and taken her away and, of course, in [inaudible 0:35:26] there’s a great decimation of populations by the time the Trojan War is over, but of course Menelaus was unable to get over the beauty of Helen and threw down his sword and ended the war at the end.
It’s quite an unusual painting for Boyd. It’s very fluid and very free and that sense that you see here of the sort of whiteness of Helen, that beauty, the light, versus the darkness of the Menelaus figure, could be Menelaus is one figure or Menelaus is the white face and the black face as well, but certainly the dark figure there is not a painting that … Boyd never really spoke a lot about the details of his paintings but that sense of sort of light and dark is something that we see through a lot of his work, and we’re going to see in this next room is literally something that he looked at when he went to Central Australia and saw indigenous people for the first time and the reality living outside Alice Springs.
Arthur Boyd in a sense, having seen some indigenous people living around Melbourne as sort of urban images of the site give you a sense of different types of people living in the central city in the 1940s. Yvonne over here has got two beautiful drawings of indigenous children’s heads also from the 1940s, so wasn’t that Boyd hadn’t had contact with people but, like today there’s not a lot of indigenous people that are very visible in urban Australia, particularly in Melbourne.
In 1951, Boyd had the chance to take the gain up from Port Augusta up to Alice Springs. This was a complete revelation … perhaps that’s not quite the right word, but it was an experience for him that actually changed his life and thinking. He got up to Central, to Alice Springs and then was taken out with Rick’s [inaudible 0:37:34] driving around in a truck camping out for a while and going to a couple of different places, particularly an old mining town called Autanga where he spent a bit of time and did a lot of drawings and just was absolutely devastated by seeing the state of life of indigenous people up there.
He didn’t respond to these immediately at the time. It took a while before, like a lot of Boyd’s experiences filtered back into his work, and actually he’s, the first types of responses he started to make were in ceramics. This is a work from 1957, Aboriginal Groom, and what came out is what we know as the Bride series of works where we see an indigenous half cast man and a bride, which Boyd started 1956, 1957 for the first body of work that he started to produce and then he continued some later in life as well.
He, of course, had great skills with ceramics. His father Merrick, of course, has had the pottery, Boyd had helped ever since he was quite small, the pottery and in the back yard. The kiln had burnt down when he was quite small when Merrick had continued to try and do some ceramics but after Arthur’s time in the army, he had come back to Open Country and started his own pottery with Peter Herbst and another man. Together, they called that they Arthur Merrick Boyd Pottery and they developed quite a lot of household ceramics just to make a living, just to get by. 
That was something that they could actually earn some money from, but then Arthur also started to work in ceramics in new ways, started to build big tiles. There’s one in the front room that we saw, 30 pieces of silver, and started experimenting with the glazers as well, and, in a sense, had learnt from his father but really started to do things all over again too.
You can see the beautiful glazing on this plate with something sort of quite new for the time too, pushing the boundary with oxides and glazers and to start to work through these figurative images.
The painting on this wall, The Bride in the Cave, was one of that first series. In this painting, the bride and the groom take different types of relationships. There’s different types of stories going on, some of them, we see figures in coffins, sometimes they are getting married, the happiest scenes. In this one it’s almost like a narcissist image where the bride is in the cave, they just go sleep right here just looking down into the pool and you can see the reflection looking back up again and also the groom seems to be looking down at that reflection rather than at the bride in the cave yet here’s a rainbow over the dark landscape.
Never straightforward images, there’s quite often never a straightforward narrative in Boyd’s work. And this painting was in one his first exhibitions when he was in London. He was in a group Australian shows there and then he had a solo exhibition which really put him on the map, Bryan Robertson at the Whitechapel Gallery gave him a solo exhibition. And this painting was one of … two of his works shown in that first survey show before his solo exhibition. 
The people, very much, engaged with these paintings and they really started to make Boyd’s work very commercially successful and give him an international reputation that allowed him to stay in England and start to engage with the landscape over there as well.
This painting of The Bride a little bit later, 1960, so you can imagine that this series was quite successful so Boyd continued to work with it. Here, for me I think this is … the landscape is very important for Boyd. It’s very much, as well the figure is quite often, and here you see this almost fiery landscape in the background looking like burnt trees and the bride, again, looking down into a pool and we’ve got that, sort of, a dog, Ramox figure in the background, and it seems here that the landscape is really expressing the feelings and the power and the sensibility of what’s going on in that painting more than the bride. It’s not the sort of cool landscapes, the Bundanon landscapes that we see elsewhere. It’s very much like these landscape is almost a body itself. There’s something burning and changing going on.
Since that contrast of the landscape next to it, which is called Pre [inaudible 0:42:14] Suffolk, Boyd, living in the UK, bought some property in Suffolk. He had a studio down there and it’s a place that, he loved the landscape there as well, loved the painting, that very British landscape, the frosty days. It’s quite a contrast of the Australian landscape. But this was painted in 1979, so he’d been in the UK for 20 years by this time. It’s quite an unusual painting and he doesn’t mention this one anyway really. For me, it sort of seems like in some ways he’s remembering a little bit of that impressionistic landscape that he liked to paint earlier on when he was quite young. It’s almost like some Fred Williams trees there, really does give us a sense that there is a sense of Australian impressionism but it’s also a dark British wood probably at the same time.
Because he’s thinking before he came back to Australia, this is painted in the UK, is he thinking about, before I am back to Australia, he also went by ship, he didn’t like flying so in vacation really was what he did to when he travelled. He seems to be thinking back to a sort of colonial history. Again, you’ve got the sort of white and dark face but this time obviously a sort of soldier figure here, and it’s the black man that’s got the white face, perhaps the good versus the evil, and he seems to be just reflecting on that history and where’s he’s come from and its relationship with landscape and the relationship between the UK and Australia as well, not something that he ever directly really referenced very much in his paintings but it must have been on his mind living there and thinking about coming back to Australia and how, of course, that was the origins of European settlement in Australia.
A couple of lighter mythical paintings in a way that good and evil relationship was something that Boyd often turned to mythical narratives and also fairy tales which, of course, are full of good moral stories to guide us. This is Daina and Actaeon, the story of the beautiful Diana being in the forest and Actaeon mistakenly looking at her when she was at her bath bathing in the river and she thinking that he was doing something intentionally looking at her when it was only, he came across her by chance. Diana turned Actaeon into a stag and Actaeon’s dogs ate him as a stag, so a very unfortunate story.
Again, you can see that bloody turmoil in the landscape going on. She looks a little bit like the bride figure as well so this is synthesizing of different stories that Boyd often brings to his work. The fairy tale here, The Magic Fish is from Pushkin’s fairy tales, so Boyd didn’t just pick every angle, fairy tale that we might be familiar with, but he looked at this Russian, Alexander Pushkin, a writer who combined together every day Russian with quite European fairy tales and synthesized them for a Russian perspective.
The Magic Fish story is about some poor fisher people living by the sea working very hard but very lonely means and the fisherman going out to see and catching a magic fish and bringing it back home to the wife in the broken down house that she had, she had a broken trough as it was called in the fairy tale, and the greedy wife saying to the fish, ‘I would like a new house,’ so the fish grants her a new house.
Then she gets greedier and she says, ‘I would like to be queen over all this kingdom.’ The fish grants her that and then at the end point she really pushes it too far by saying, ‘I would like to be queen over the dominion of all the sea including you, fish,’ and, of course, the fish just turns her back to her old broken down house and fisherwoman’s lifestyle. It’s a story of having too much hubris and too much pride that Boyd picks up on here, and he made a set of lithographs as well as a series of paintings too.
The story of hubris really takes us back to the front room again, so we’ll finish off back there. We’re very lucky the Bundanon Trust the collection has a number of great paintings by Boyd of Nebuchadnezzar stories which we’ve got three included here. And there’s also things that Boyd made tapestries of, there’s some fantastic Nebuchadnezzar tapestries, if you go to Bundanon you can see one down there in the house. 
Again, another biblical story that Boyd reinterpreted from the book of Daniel and Nebuchadnezzar, again, a man who’s taken on way too much pride and has started to turn his city of Babylon which he inherited from his father taking that just way too far covering things with gold, becoming way too greedy and being sent out into the landscape into the wilderness for seven years to live like an animal. 
Boyd reinterprets this story and gives it his own fantastical edge as well. There’s the land which he takes from Daniel which often appears in the Nebuchadnezzar paintings. This is landscape which seems to be burning up, seems to be very fiery. It’s a sort of evil landscape. Again, Nebuchadnezzar, now an animal digging in the ground having to eat grass, looking like he’s wailing, and here being struck by the moon and the lightning at the same time.
Boyd brings out his manly attributes, we can see there in the painting. Again, gender always seems to be quite important in Boyd’s stories, the relationship between male and female and here it’d be, of course, a sort of fall of man that we’re really looking at in these painting. Just could later on have a look at the drawings and paintings again, some of those do cross the decades of Boyd’s work in the sketch books here too which we’ve just included a little group of, which show you in some ways some different ways Boyd thought as an artist.
He wasn’t a person … although he made a lot of drawings, he didn’t literally make drawings that he would copy into his paintings, he just used drawings like notes when he was out perhaps in the landscape or he might sketch an idea for a painting, so the painting [inaudible 0:48:54] Suffolk that we just looked at, there’s little sketch for that in there, but there’s also sketches that he’s made thinking about the nuclear cloud, thinking about the Second World War and Hitler and artists like Picasso who have responded to those threats with the Guernica painting. 
We’ll just pull out a few different little images that you’ll recognize in those sketches there and probably finish up with works at the end of this war. We’ve got a beautiful Bundanon landscape with the Mars figures over the river, a late one for Boyd, and again, reflects his love of that Shoal Haven river area. But again, there’s a threat in there too. There’s the bathers hanging out over the rocks looking down over the beautiful luminous water but one of them has a Mars helmet on and he’s standing by the burning book, so can we control our fate? Can we control those evil deeds that we know have happened in the past?
There’s a little building in the background on the back hill of the landscape too which some people have interpreted as a view from Boyd’s studio in Suffolk although this is the Shoal Haven River, and some people have interpreted it as a nuclear plant that was near that studio that he had in Suffolk. Different ways to interpret these paintings because that’s why Boyd’s made them. He’s made them for us to think about but at the same time I think he’s really pleasuring in the beauty of the landscape there.
This painting down the end, you will have seen because it’s reproduced in a lot of promotions for the exhibition. Jonah on the Shoal Haven outside the city, so another biblical story. The scene in this image is similar to some, you might have seen those great Boyd paintings over at the National Gallery over the road. A lot of paintings of the painter and the caged painter. It’s almost like that beast. There’s a cage painter with his pallet and his brushes and sometimes there’s a dog on his back and he just doesn’t seem to be able to escape, he doesn’t seem to be free. I think, that was what Boyd was always thinking about how to be free to do these things and express these messages to help contribute to this community in a way while I try make my life as an artist.
Here we got Jonah who was also a very troubled figure. Of course he was meant to prophesize the end of Nineveh, the city in the background, and who, in a sense, God saved and brought him back under the tree and then pretty much demolished the tree by having the worm eat into the tree, and Jonah wondering all the time, ‘What is my fate and how can people escape from these things that are happening to us?’ Of course, the message was in that book, ‘you need to have pity, you need to think about other people and not just yourself.’
I think, in a way that was the sort of sentiment behind a lot of Boyd’s thinking. It was coming through his own life experiences and through history and through myth and through poetry that he’d read, and he was very widely varied and very diverse in putting together the sorts of works that we have seen here today. Hope you’ve enjoyed that overview and I’ve given you a little bit of insight into some of those. Thank you.
